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Letter from the Mayor
My Fellow Evanstonians:

Researched, compiled and designed by Drew Gannon, Northwestern
University Undergraduate Candidate
with oversight from City of Evanston staff.

It gives me great pleasure to introduce, the first annual report of
the Evanston Climate Action Plan (ECAP). The Evanston Climate
Action Plan is a decisive strategy to address climate change and
substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions.
Since 2006, Evanston has been committed to the idea of increased
environmental efforts. This plan enhances and supports the value
of environmental sustainability outlined in Evanston’s Strategic Plan.
With the ECAP, I truly believe Evanston will become the “Green
City” it sets out to be.
ECAP does not merely illustrate the dedication of our city government; it represents the will of the Evanston community to make
environmental changes in our city. This plan would not exist if not
for the extraordinary contributions from the businesses, organizations and residents of Evanston. ECAP is not a City plan, but rather
a total community initiative.
I firmly believe that the efforts of our City and community can make
Evanston a better, greener, and healthier place to live. With every
tree planted, CFL used or gallon of water conserved, Evanstonians
are benefiting. Climate change is not just about the immediate results; the changes made this year will generate lasting effects for
the betterment of our community.

Special thanks to:
Carolyn Collopy, Lara Biggs, Rajeev Dahal , Susan Guderley, Walter Hallen,
Lonnie Jeschke, Melissa Kreke, Eric Palmer, Paul Schneider,
Donna Spicuzza, Tom Twigg, and Rickey Voss - City of Evanston

I am so proud of the example Evanston is setting for other Midwestern cities. The efforts made in the first year of the ECAP demonstrate our community’s dedication and leadership in environmental
issues. I am confident that we will continue to serve as a model
for sustainability. I am also hopeful that we will achieve our goal of
13% in emissions reductions by 2012.

Fred Schneider - Evanston Environmental Association

With the ECAP, Evanston has a bright future of environmental
changes and improvements. With each passing year and each bold
strategy, our City will continue to challenge climate change and
improve our world.

Jan Fischer - Evanston Community Association

Sincerely,

Gladys Bryer and Steve Perkins- Citizens for a Greener Evanston

Julie Cahillane and Bridget Calendo - Northwestern University
Judy Mendel - Talking Farm, Susan Gutierrez - Rotary International
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Mayor Elizabeth B. Tisdahl
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On November 10,2008, Evanston’s City Council adopted the Evanston Climate Action Plan (ECAP). Created through a unique year-long collaboration
between the City of Evanston and community volunteers, the plan outlines
more than 200 strategies for reducing Evanston’s greenhouse gas emissions.
This plan will serve as a guide to meeting its community greenhouse gas
emission reduction target of 13% by the year 2012.
Evanston’s focus on climate change began in October 2006, when the City
Council voted to sign the U.S. Mayors’ Climate Protection Agreement. Under the agreement, Evanston committed to meet or beat the Kyoto Protocol
target of seven percent reduction in 1990 gas emissions by 2012. Evanston
formed a collaborative partnership with the Network for Evanston’s Future, a
local grass-roots sustainability coalition, to develop the ECAP. Nine task forces
were established, each with one City and two community co-chairs. Additionally the task forces included representation from most City departments, local businesses, non-profit organizations, congregations, affordable housing
advocates, environmental enthusiasts and Northwestern University.
The resulting plan organizes the 219 strategies into nine focus areas. These
focus areas are: Transportation & Land Use, Energy Efficiency & Buildings,
Renewable Energy Resources, Waste Reduction & Recycling, Forestry, Prairie
& Carbon Offsets, Food Production & Distribution, Policy & Research, Education & Engagement and Communication & Public Relations. Each focus area
includes several umbrella strategies, as well as more specific goals to be im-

plemented by the city and community. The strategies outline action steps but
do not detail methods for implementation in order to allow for future flexibility.
Also, heavy emphasis was placed on identifying strategies that leveraged existing programs, initiatives and resources to ensure that implementation would
be possible in the absence of funding.
Similar to most communities across the country, Evanston faced declining revenue and subsequent budget shortfalls in 2008-2009. Aside from a dedicated
full-time staff, the City’s Sustainable Programs Coordinator, the City did not
have the resources available to allocate a budget for the development of the
climate action plan or to implement major strategies. Faced with limited resources, Evanston got creative and turned to the community to develop and
enact a viable plan for reducing emissions.
In the first year of the program, from November 2008 to November 2009, the
City prioritized and focused on strategies that already had allocated resources
or that had potential grant possibilities. The City entered the first year of the
program not expecting a significant reduction in green house emissions, but it
was dedicated to carrying out as many strategies and goals as possible to improve the environmental and sustainability standards of Evanston. This report
does not include all of the City’s efforts, but rather highlights the major actions taken place in the twelve months following the creation of the Evanston
Climate Action Plan.

i n t r o d u c t i o n
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transportation & land use
Multimodal Transportation Plan
In April 2009, the Transportation Division of the Public Works Department adopted the Multi-Modal Transportation Plan (MMTP) to shape long-range planning ef
efforts for the future transportation system. The plan addresses all transportation
modes: walking, biking, transit and driving. Section 12 of the MMTP specifically
addresses sustainability. According to the MMPT, “Sustainable transportation
systems, when designed properly, help the community as a whole to think, plan,
and act in a manner that addresses the root causes rather than the symptoms
of environmental problems associated with air pollution, energy conservation,
transportation infrastructure and vehicular use.” Planning efforts for the MMPT
and the Climate Action Plan overlapped to ensure that the efforts were complimentary. Recommendations included in the MMPT were the direct result of goals
within the Climate Action Plan. MMPT recommendations:
• Expand green fleets
• Accommodate and promote car sharing
• Establish an eco-pass program
• Consider establishing a green roads rating system
• Continue to develop land use policies supporting transit-oriented development
• R
Reduce energy impacts through improved transportation technology

Clean Air Counts
The City of Evanston is a part of Clean Air Counts, a six-county Chicago
regional initiative of the Metropolitan Mayors Caucus, the US EPA-Region V,
the City of Chicago and Illinois EPA. Its constituencies include businesses,
industries, institutions, municipal governments, developers, architectural
services, property managers and households. Clean Air Counts seeks significant reductions in smog-forming pollutants and energy consumption. Much
of these reductions relate to transportation and land use. In 2006, the City
of Evanston became a Silver Clean Air Counts member. In 2008, the city
applied for Gold member status. Based on the city’s sustainability initiatives
from 2006-2008, Evanston was instead awarded with Platinum member status in Fall 2008. The city continued its participation in Clean Air Counts in
2009 by implementing the following new clean air initiatives:
• Secured funding for the first renewable energy installation on a City of
Evanston building – a 25 kW solar PV system at the Evanston Water Plant
• Participation in the ComEd Community Energy Challenge
• Adopted a Green Building Ordinance that requires USGBC LEED Silver
certification for all new commercial and municipal construction over
10,000 sq. ft. and green building measures on all commercial and municipal renovations
• Formally adopted the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code
(IECC)
• Became an Energy Star Pledge driver

Green Fleet Initiative
As a part of the Climate Action Plan, the city has made efforts to transform
its motor vehicle fleet into a green fleet to minimize its environmental impact. Cleaner fuels and more efficient vehicles help the environment and
reduce expenditures for the City. The City purchased 17 replacement vehicles in 2009: two International Harvester dump trucks, six Ford Crown Victoria police cars, six Ford Focuses, one Ford Escape, one Ford F-250 pickup, and one Ford F-150 pick-up. The Ford Focus was specifically selected
for its affordable price, availability, reliability and greater fuel efficiency. All
the other vehicles have updated emissions standards as compared to the
old vehicles based on government mandates to the automobile industry.
Additionally, by analyzing vehicle and equipment use patterns across departments, the city was able to consolidate and reduce the fleet size by
11 vehicles by the end of 2009. Currently 40% of the fleet (139 vehicles)
is exclusively fueled with a 20% blend of bio-diesel fuel (B20), which cuts
greenhouse gases and other pollutants.
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The City
suggests that
individuals take
the following
actions:
· Bike, walk or
jog to work
· Rideshare with
a co-worker,
family member
or friend
· Take public
transportation

Residential Parking
Space Reduction
Reduc

Car Sharing Programs
Both the Climate Action Plan and the MultiModal Transportation Plan supports expanding and promoting car-sharing programs,
such as I-Go Car Sharing and ZipCar. Members can include individuals, businesses,
and government agencies. Both programs
currently serve Evanston with seven cars in
the I-Go fleet and six cars in the Zipcar fleet
throughout the city. In 2009, the Transportation division placed additional I-Go and Zipcar locations in parking garages and surface
lots. These spaces are located at the Maple
Avenue garage, the Noyes Street elevated
lot, Lot 1 and Lot 8.

One goal of the Evanston Climate Action
Plan is to reduce the number of required
residential parking spaces for new development. The Downtown Plan suggests that current parking requirements
for multifamily residential developments
are resulting in unused parking spaces
because residents of downtown Evanston “appear to be trending towards
less auto usage and ownership.” Consequently, ECAP recommends that parking
requirements for multifamily housing be
established on a square footage basis
instead of on a number of bedrooms.
ECAP’s Zoning Committee is currently
crafting a zoning code to implement this
new requirement. This code is complimentary to parking recommendations
in the Multi-Modal Transportation Plan.
MMTP calls for improvement of downtown public parking utilization by discouraging the private parking supply.

I-Go Car Sharing Evanston Locations:
• 828 W. Noyes
• 2001 Sheridan R
Road
• 1800 Maple A
Avenue
• 821 Davis Street
• 1111 Chicago A
Ave
• 825 Hinman A
Ave
• 504 S. Boulevard
Zipcar Evanston Locations:
• 1236 Chicago A
Ave
• 1800 Maple A
Avenue
• 811 Main Street
• Church/Chicago
• Sherman Plaza
• Sherman/Foster

Did you know?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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According to I-Go,
Each I-GO car replaces 17 cars on the
road.
25% of members increased their walking.
14.5% of members increased their biking.
17.6% of members increased their
public transit usage.
45.9% of members gave up or postponed
purchase of a vehicle or considered selling a vehicle because of joining I-GO.
Members report driving only 9.6 miles per
week, or 500 miles per year, whereas the
typical car owner in Chicago drives
10,000 miles per year.
Of those who did not own a car at the
time of orientation, 56% postponed buying a car or gave up a car prior to joining
I-GO.

PACE Bus Rapid
Transit to O’Hare
The city worked with PACE to create a
BRT (Bus Rapid Transit) line from the
CTA Purple Line stop at Dempster to
O’Hare Airport. BRT buses provide faster,
more efficient service than an ordinary
bus line. This is achieved by making improvements to existing infrastructure,
vehicles and scheduling. Such a service
would decrease vehicle emissions while
also providing residents a more efficient
route to the airport. This plan remained
in the feasibility stage in 2009 and received funding from the Federal Recovery Act.

Traffic Signal Conversion
The Transportation Division is in the process of improving and coordinating traffic signals throughout the city. This coordination prevents vehicles
from idling, thus reducing vehicle emissions. The
traffic signals on Ridge Avenue from Howard
Street to Emerson Street went under construction
in Spring 2009. Plans are under way to coordinate
the signals on Central Street between Girard Avenue and Ridge Avenue to facilitate traffic around
NorthShore Evanston Hospital. Additionally, the
department began designing a plan to coordinate
five signals between South Boulevard and Dempster Street on Chicago Avenue in 2009.

CTA Yellow Line Feasibility Study

In 2009, Evanston received a grant from the Regional Transport Authority (RTA) to do a CTA
Yellow Line feasibility study. The CTA Yellow
Line currently runs through Evanston on its path
from Chicago to Skokie but does not stop within
the City. This study would discuss the possibility of creating a
Yellow Line stop in
Evanston. Possible
locations for this
stop include where
the line interacts at
Ridge, Asbury or
Dodge.
11

Twiggs Park
Bicycle Path

Downtown Plan: Bicycles
In the spring of 2009, the Evanston City Council
adopted the Downtown Plan, a strategic update of
the 1989 plan for downtown Evanston. Section 5:
Transportation and Basic Infrastructure highlights
the City’s goals to facilitate various methods of transportation. One focus of this section is bicycles.
The City is near completion of a Bicycle System Improvement Plan, which has been in design since
2001. The plan calls for two main goals: 1) to design a bicycle facility network that will improve
bicycle parking and the relationship between motorists and cyclists and 2) to develop proposals for
street and trail improvements that will better serve
the needs of Evanston’s cyclists. The City of Evanston has initiated a bicycle rack installation program
as recommended in the Evanston Bicycle Parking
Report, beginning with bicycle racks in downtown
locations. This report focuses on bicycle parking
needs in downtown Evanston and transit stations
and recommends a total of 178 racks.
Last year, 50 bike racks were added to downtown
Evanston. In the past year, roughly 30 racks were
placed at various transit stations. Plans are underway to increase bicycle parking in other commercial areas in the upcoming year. In addition, striped
bicycle lanes are proposed for several downtown
streets, including parts of Church, Davis and Lake
Streets. Marked bicycle routes are proposed for
Emerson Street, Clark Street, Elgin Road, Maple Avenue, Chicago Avenue and Hinman Avenue along
with portions of Church, Davis, and Lake Streets.
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The Parks and Forestry Department undertook a capital project to expand Twiggs
Park from Dewey Avenue to
Green Bay Road. Central to
this plan was the contraction
and extension of the park’s
bicycle path. The CIP and the
Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) funded the
project. Construction was
completed in Summer 2009.
At the end of 2009, design
plans for a bicycle path on
Chicago Avenue received
funding.
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buildings & energy efficiency
ComEd Community Energy Challenge
A major goal of the ECAP is to work with ComEd to increase awareness and encourage businesses to participate in ComEd’s Commercial Energy Efficiency Incentive programs. In June, ComEd approached Evanston to become one of twelve area communities to
participate in its Community Energy Challenge (CEC), a pilot project to include local communities in outreach efforts designed to
increase participation in ComEd’s new Smart Ideas program. Each
community involved in the CEC was asked to complete a plan that
reduced energy use, conserved water and lowered greenhouse
gas emissions for municipal organizations, businesses and residents. It was implemented from June 2009 to May 2010. Based
on the plans submitted, ComEd and the Illinois Department of
Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) agreed to freeze
up to $2.5 million in program dollars for the participating communities. The winning municipality will be awarded an additional
$100,000.
Evanston submitted a narrative on its ComEd Community Energy
Challenge plan that involves nineteen projects: energy reduction
projects, lighting upgrades, education programs and updated
building codes. For the implementation of its CEC plan, Evanston
received $350,000 in Smart Ideas for Businesses funds- program
incentives for businesses and institutions - and $12,500 in Smart
Ideas for Your Home funds– program incentives for condo owners, building owners and property managers – as part of the City’s
participation in the ComEd CEC. Additionally, the City received
$95,000 in Public Sector and $36,000 in Renewable Program incentive funds from the DCEO, which will match project funding
received through the Department of Energy’s Energy Efficiency
and Conservation Block Grant Program.
The ComEd Challenge has provided Evanston with a fantastic opportunity to implement some of it sustainability goals. The City
has begun implementing a number of its nineteen proposed projects and it plans to continue these goals after the Challenge is
completed.
14

Did you
know?
Evanston’s
green building
ordinance
requires
USGBC Silver
Certification for
municipal and
commercial
construction

Green Building Ordinance
On October 26, 2009, the Evanston City Council moved to become one of very
few cities nationwide to adopt a citywide green building ordinance that adheres
to the USGBC “LEED” (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) Rating
System. This ordinance requires all new commercial, multi-family and municipal
constructions over 10,000 square feet achieve “LEED” Silver certification through
the US Green Building Council. This certification ensures buildings achieve sustainable standards of energy efficiency, sustainable site development, water
savings, material selection and indoor environmental quality. According to Paige
Finnegan, co-chair of the Evanston Environmental board, “The use of LEED
criteria for new commercial construction will lead to significant long term economic, health and environmental benefits for Evanston and its residents.” Green
Buildings offer a wide range of community benefits; they are healthier, cost less
to operate, conserve natural resources, reduce environmental impact, support
local and regional economies and produce less greenhouse gas emissions than
conventionally built buildings.
15

International Energy Conservation Code
In August 2008, the State of Illinois passed legislation that
mandates the 2009 International Energy Conservation Code
(IECC), which went into effect January 9, 2010 for all commercial and residential construction. This legislation includes
energy code requirements for all new residential and commercial buildings as well as any alterations, additions, renovations and repairs to existing buildings. Before this legislation
passed, the City of Evanston had agreed to take part in the
Metropolitan Mayors Caucus pilot program to review the feasibility of updating its current code – the 2003 version of the
IECC. The program included technical assistance, seminars
and other training on the 2009 IECC. Evanston was given
the opportunity to participate in this program as a ComEd
Community Energy Challenge participant at no cost to the
City. By November 2009, Evanston’s Community Development
Department presented an ordinance to adopt the 2009 IECC,
demonstrating the City’s acknowledgement of the new code
and its intent to comply.

Fast Facts
IFC International
analysis estimates that
if the 2009 IECC were
adopted and enforced for
new homes constructed
throughout the US, new
homeowners would save
a weighted average of
$221 per year in the
Midwest’s climate zone.

Building Lighting Upgrades
In 2009, Evanston completed lighting updates for
three city buildings: the Police Station, Fire Station
# 2, and a section of the Water Plant. The Police
Station project was completed in October 2009 with
expected savings of 15.557 kW. Because these lights
are on 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, estimated
yearly savings are 136,279 kWh. Fire Station # 2
was completed in June 2009 with expected annual
savings of 17,792 kWh. Upgrades were completed
at the Water Plant in two stages. The first stage,
concentrated in the pump portion of the plant, was
completed in November 2008. This upgrade expects
to save 37,749 kWh annually. The second phase of
the water plant upgrade, concentrated in the filter
portion of the plant, was completed in fall 2009. This
upgrade will save the City an estimated 118,573 kW
each year. Combined, the two projects at the Water
Plant will save the City $15,890 annually.

A home built to the IECC
2009 residential energy
code would use 30% less
energy than a home built
to current construction
standards, according to
the Building Codes
Assistance Project.

Energy Star® Program
The Office of Sustainability’s web site provides Evanston residents
with information on personal energy savings opportunities and additional energy efficiency resources. One of these additional resources
is Energy Star. Energy Star is a joint program of the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency and the U.S. Department of Energy helping Americans save money and protect the environment through
energy efficient products and practices. Evanston became an Energy Star Partner and became an Energy Star Pledge driver in 2009,
encouraging all residents to take the pledge to fight against global
warming.

kilowatt:
The kilowatt is equal to one
thousand watts and measures the
rate of energy conversion. This
unit is typically used to express
the output power of engines and
the power consumption of tools,
machines and light fixtures
16

Did you
know?
Saving 37,749 kWh annually
is equivalent to planting
7.36 acres of trees per year
or removing 4.67 cars from
the road per year.
For more energy savings, go
to www.epa.gov/rdee/
energy-resources/
calculator.html

Fire Station # 5
Evanston’s First “Green” Building
On February 27, 2009, Evanston’s Fire Station # 5 reopened with
green improvements. The City employed Muller & Muller Architects, Inc. to design the fire station, directing the company to
meet basic LEED requirements. Instead, the architects intended
for the building to surpass
this basic certification to
attain Silver LEED certification. Green aspects of
the building include a wall
for vines and storm water
collection and reuse for
washing trucks.
17

CEDA Weatherization

Distribution of CFLs

Energy Audits

Evanston benefits from the Com
In 2009, the Smart
munity and Economic Development
Energy Design Assistance
Association of Cook County, CEDA,
Center of Illinois (SEand the CEDA Weatherization pro
DAC) performed energy
gram. CEDA Weatherization is a yearaudits on the Chandler
round program that makes homes
Recreation Center and
more energy-efficient for qualifying
the City of Evanston’s
low-income residents.
Water Plant.
The program provides safety and health
equipment; repairs or replaces heating
systems; seals air bypasses and other
drafty areas; and increases attic, wall,
basement and crawl space insulation.
These measures save energy for home-owners and keep homes warmer in winter
and cooler in summer.

SEDAC provided advice on how to increase the City’s
economic viability
through the efficient use of energy resources in these
buildings. As a result of the audits, the
City initiated plans for a HVAC system
tune-up and retrofit at the Water Plant
In 2008-2009, 15 Evanston homes were
and lighting upgrades at Chandler.
weatherized and 11 also received minor re-These plans are incorporated in the
pairs. As of October 2009, the program had
Energy Efficiency and Conservation
completed two additional houses. Five more
Block Grant.
were in progress, and the program had received
11 Evanston applications.
The Estimated annual energy savings for these projects are 15,293
therms and 38,692 kW respectively. In total, the estimated annual greenhouse gas emissions
reduction is 108 MTCO2e.

From November 2008 to November 2009, the City
of Evanston distributed 15,000 compact fluorescent light bulbs (CFLs) through various City centers, departments and programs. CFLs were distributed at the Ecology Center, the Levy Center
and the Fleetwood-Jourdain Center, as well as in
the Health Department, Community Development
Department and Police Department. Additionally
CFLs were distributed by the Citizens for a Greener Evanston (CGE), Northwestern University students and several affordable housing providers.

Traffic Signal Conversions
Between November 2008 and November
2009 the Transportation Division converted
one signalized intersection to light-emitting
diode (LED) lights. The conversion took
place at the intersection of Ridge Avenue,
Sheridan Road and Isabella Street. More replacements are planned for 2010.

MTCO2e:

An Energy Star
qualified compact
fluorescent light bulb (CFL)
will save about $30 over
its lifetime and pay
for itself in about 6
months. It uses 75%
less energy and lasts
about 10 times longer
than an incandescent
bulb.

MTCO2e is the Metric Ton Carbon
Dioxide Equivalent. This is the
standard measurement of the
amount of CO2 emissions that are
reduced from our environment.

The
Specifics
If every American
home replaced just
one light with an
Energy Star light, we
would save
enough energy to
light more than three million
homes for a year, about $700
million in annual energy costs
and prevent nine billion pounds
of greenhouse gas
emissions per year - equivalent
to the emissions of
800,000 cars.

renewable

energy

resources
In spring 2009, the Evanston
Water Plant recruited two groups of
students from an Engineering Design and Communications course at
Northwestern University. The two
groups were assigned a renewable
energy technology to research to
determine its feasibility for powering the Water Plant.
One of the groups researched solar
photovoltaic (PV) systems, while
the other group of engineering
students looked into on site wind
technologies. Both groups considered availability, capacity and costs
to identify the best system for the
Water Plant’s power generation.
Based on the student’s recommendations, the Water Plant submitted
a request for funding to the Illinois
Clean Energy Community Foundation (IL CECF) and was awarded
funding for a 25 kW solar PV system, which is scheduled to be completed in 2010.
20

Recycling Expansion Project
The City of Evanston implemented a citywide residential recycling expansion program; a
recycling container upgrade from 18-gallon bins to 65- and 95-gallon roll carts. The program was divided into four phases, based on the four waste pick-up routes.
With a grant from the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (IL
DCEO), the city started the expansion program in the fall of 2008 with its Tuesday route.
The Tuesday route was selected first because they won the Keep America Beautiful Cans
for Cash route competition. The Wednesday and Thursday routes were completed by
the end of 2009 and the final route, the Monday route, was completed in early 2010.
Not only will the new containers
contain materials better (they
have lids), they will also provide greater capacity and ease
for material collection.
According to a study done by the
Solid Waste Agency of Northern
Cook County’ (SWANCC), communities typically experience a
diversion rate increase of 2 to
12% when switching to larger
capacity roll carts. Evanston’s
2008 residential diversion rate
was 41%.

Commercial Waste Hauling
In November 2008, the City entered into a contract with Groot
Industries, Inc., a waste collection service, in order to provide
commercial waste hauling to all Evanston businesses and
multi-family properties. The goals of the program were to
increase recycling in the Evanston business community
and decrease truck congestion in streets and alleys. Also,
it was anticipated that approximately 80% of the City’s
businesses would see a reduction in monthly service
fees as a result of the new program. Af
After a brief transition period in the winter
months, 94% of businesses reported a
reduction in monthly garbage fees. A
total of 1322 commercial and multifamily accounts have been added
to the program as of April 2009.
Of those accounts, about 32%
have added recycling to their
collection.

waste
reduction
& recycling
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Recycle
all year!

Electronic Recycling
The Summer 2009 City of Evanston Highlights reported:
“According to the US EPA, consumer electronics, including TVs, other video equipment, computers, assorted peripherals, audio equipment and phones make up almost
2% of the municipal solid waste stream…. Recycling used
electronics recovers resources for reuse and recycling as
well as prevents hazardous components such as lead,
cadmium and mercury from leaching out of landfills and
polluting our environment.” In an effort to limit the negative environmental effects of electronic waste, the City of
Evanston hosted an electronic waste recycling collection
event at James Park on Saturday, March 14, 2009. The
City collected 98,409 pounds (49.2 tons) of electronic
waste during the 4-hour event. Eight semi trucks transported this waste to the CRT Processing recycling facility
in Janesville, WI.

Evanston’s
recycling
guide
Questions about whether or not
an item can be recycled?
Call the City of Evanston
Streets and Sanitation Division
at 847/866-2940.

PLASTIC

Residents may drop off cell
phones, cordless phones, digital cameras, video recorders,
laptop computers, MP3 players
and ink cartridges for recycling
at the Lorraine H. Morton Civic
Center (Heath Department), the
Evanston Ecology Center, the
Levy Senior Center or the Noyes
Cultural Art Center during normal business hours. Drop off locations for larger items such as
DVD players, VCRs, computer
monitors, printers and batteries
can be found at:
www.swancc.org or
www.earth911.org.

Containers, bottles & lids
labeled #1, #2, #3, #4 & #5
containers (narrow neck only)
labeled #7
six & twelve pack rings
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GLASS

Bottles & jars (all colors)

Refrigerator Recycling Program
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The Summer 2009 City of Evanston Highlights
promoted the ComEd Refrigerator Recycling
Program. For a limited time, through ComEd’s
Smart Ideas for Your Home program, ComEd
paid residents $25 for their old, working refrigerators or freezers, picked them up for free and
recycled it in an environmentally responsible
way. This program saved energy since refrigerators that are 15 years or older use up to five
times more electricity than newer models, costing users as much as $150 a year in electricity.
In Program Year One, from June 2008 - June
2009, ComEd collected 66 refrigerators in Evanston. Total savings for Program Year One was
128,456 kWh, or 1,946 kWh each.
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METAL

PAPER

Steel (tin) cans & bi-metal cans
aerosol cans (empty)
aluminum beverage & pet food cans
aluminum foil, foil pans & containers
paint cans (empty)
metal lids & bottle caps

Newspapers & inserts (remove plastic bags)
junk mail (opened), envelopes
office & fax paper (all colors)
magazines & catalogs
soft cover books & phone books
gift wrap & tissue (unlined)
craft paper & greeting cards
cereal & tissue boxes
paper towel & toilet paper rolls
shoe & food boxes
egg cartons, paper bags
shredded paper
juice boxes & milk cartons
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food production & transportation
The Talking Farm

West End Market

The Talking Farm is a nonprofit green organization in Evanston,
founded in 2006. Its mission is to operate a sustainable urban
agricultural enterprise that provides fresh and locally grown food,
job training, environmental education and related research. Its
vision includes both a physical space to grow food for sale to the
community, as well as the educational and knowledge sharing activities that emerge from the operations of an urban, organic farm
dedicated to establishing sustainable food security for the Evanston/Skokie community. In 2009, the Talking Farm gave presentations, taught classes and designed and created several edible
gardens.

Evanston’s West End Market is a seasonal market offering fresh, locally
grown produce, prepared foods and
handcrafted products directly from
producer to customer. This market is
open Saturdays, June through October on the corner of Church and Dodge
in Evanston’s 5th Ward. The market
is run by a group of citizens and volunteers committed to “making possible a fresh food market in West-End
Evanston to respond to long-standing
community demand for fresh, locally
grown fruits and vegetables and to
generate sustainable economic development via job creation and community partnerships.”

The Talking Farm part-nered with Kingsley Elementary
School at the Twiggs Park MiniFarm with
the name “Kingsley Green Acre.” The 3,000
sq. ft. garden opened officially on Earth
Day 2009 for the students at the school
to learn the importance of gardening and
other environmentally responsible practices. Students from Northwestern University
and middle school students from Evanston
Youth Organization Umbrella also pitched
in, making this a true community garden.

Oakton Community College
(OCC) invited the Talking Farm
to help design and install new
community gardens on the
front lawn of their Skokie
campus. The 2,500 square
foot garden was created
with 20 volunteers over
three weekends in May and
June. The garden will be
tended and harvested by
the on-site OCC preschool,
OCC staff, students, and
community gardeners.

Students from Northwestern
University’s Students for Ecological and
Environmental Development (SEED)
approached The Talking Farm for
advice on starting an edible garden on
a homeowner’s front yard on Orrington
Street in Evanston. After
discussing various designs,
two raised beds were installed
and planted with tomatoes,
popcorn, green peppers, edamame, spinach, lettuce and
cucumbers. In addition, The
Talking Farm consulted and
worked with students installing
of a 500 sq. foot edible garden
next to the Norris Center.

The Talking Farm consulted with Washington Elementary School and Boocoo, a cultural center and
café in Evanston, about starting edible gardens. It also met with ETHS Geometry and Horticulture
classes regarding design for Edible Acre project. This project received a Garden Club of America grant
and an Evanston Community Foundation grant.
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Ridgeville Market
Dates: Wednesdays, May
12 - Sept. 22, 2010
Time: 4:00 to 7:00 p.m.
(until Sept. 1); 3:00 p.m.
to dusk Sept. 8-22
Location: Intersection of
Ridge Ave. and South Blvd.

Evanston’s
Farmers Market

Central Street Market
This new market specializing in
organic produce is being planned
for Independence Park, located at
Central St. at Stewart St.
(about two blocks west of
Green Bay Road).

The Evanston
Farmers’ Market has existed for over 30 years.
The market supports
locally grown foods and
includes over thirty
vendors of fruit, vegetables, flowers, cheese,
homemade baked
goods, artwork and
jewelry. The Market is
open every Saturday
from May through early
November.
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forestry, prairie
& carbon offsets
Climate Action Fund

“The goal of the fund is to
help everyone in the City
reach ECAP standards of

sustainability.”

–

Jan Fischer,
Evanston Community Foundation
Senior Finance Manager

Did you know?

Replacing an older, existing toilet with a WaterSense
labeled toilet can save over 4,000 gallons per year
- at current rates, that is a savings of $29/year

Water Sense
In July 2009, Evanston became one of 35 Midwest
communities that joined the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency’s Community Climate Change initiative in order to
reduce its carbon footprint. The Community Climate Change
initiative includes six programs: Energy Star Challenge,
WaterWise, WaterSense, Combined Heat
and Power, Green Power Partnership, and
Landfill Methane Outreach Program.
Evanston became an official EPA partner by
becoming an Energy Star and WaterSense
program. WaterSense promotes water
efficiency and enhancing the market for
water-efficient products, programs, and
practices. WaterSense labeled products are
water efficient fixtures that have both
low-flow and high performance. Both
commercial and residential products are
available, including toilets, bathroom
faucets, and urinals.
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After the City of Evanston passed
the Climate Action Plan in November 2008, the Evanston Community Foundation created the Climate
Action Fund. The fund invests in
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissionsreduction projects in Evanston,
with a special emphasis on projects
benefiting nonprofit organizations
and lower-income households. It is
intended to enable all community
members to participate in this initiative, helping Evanston meet its overall emissions reduction goal of 13%.
By the end of 2009, the Foundation
had raised nearly $5,000 and was
starting to look into specific projects
to fund. The Foundation is hoping
to use some of the fund to supplement projects through the ComEd
Challenge.
www.evcommfdn.org to donate.

Green Alley
Construction on the City of Evanston’s first environmentally friendly
alley was completed in Fall 2008. It is located on the north side of
Dobson St., just east of Ashland Ave. This green ally includes eight
inches of porous concrete pavement that allows storm water to
permeate the surface and infiltrate the soil underneath. The water
is then returned to Lake Michigan instead of the sewer. This project
will reduce flooding in buildings along the ally and keep excessive
water out of the City’s sewer system. Porous concrete also serves
as a natural filter, keeping unwanted debris out of the city’s water.
The $259,000 project was funded by the Community Development
Block Grant program and City Capital Improvement Funds. The
Public Works department views this green alley as a pilot program
and hopes with its success they may expand the program.

Northwestern University’s
Urban Forest Carbon
Sequestration Study
In response to the City’s goal of reducing carbon
emissions by 13% by the year 2012, Christina Bernado, an Environmental Engineering student at
Northwestern University, performed an investigation on the role of trees in the City’s carbon cycle.
The investigation approximated the amount of CO2
and air pollution potentially sequestered by Evanston’s urban forest. According to Bernado’s report,
the City’s trees store at most 7,300 tons of C/year,
representing less than 1% of the greenhouse gas
emissions in Evanston. The study also found that
Evanston’s trees are projected to take up 100 tons
of atmospheric pollutants each year. This number
potentially saves the City $500,000 by preventing
damaging pollution effects. Based on the study,
Bernardo’s faculty advisor, Dr. Neal Blair, encourages
Evanston to weigh these savings when considering
tree maintenance and replacement costs. Additionally, the report calls for the City to begin collecting
information concerning “the specific nature and timing of climate change projected in this region and
what trees may be best adapted for the new conditions.”
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education &
engagement
Citizens for a Greener Evanston
After the ECAP was accepted by Evanston’s City Council, the nine ECAP task
forces were re-organized into a new organization, Citizens for a Greener Evanston (CGE). CGE is divided into several boards and committees focusing on issues such as native plant use, water conservation, energy efficiency, recycling
and educational outreach to the City’s businesses, residents and nonprofit
organizations. In its first year, CGE worked to make sustainability a visible
election issue during the campaigns for City Council and mayor. It sent questionnaires to all the candidates, published those answers online and hosted a
public forum focused on sustainability. CGE’s sub-committees advanced
Evanston’s environmental sustainability and outreach to the community. It worked closely with the City
and community with matters such
as the green building ordinance and
the climate action fund.

Evanston Environmental
Association
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The Evanston Environmental Association (EEA) has
been a presence in Evanston since the 1970’s. The
EEA was founded after Evanston citizens funded the
building of the Ecology Center on the site of the Ladd
Arboretum. The organization has a strong focus on
educating residents on environmental and ecological
issues of importance in the community. Some of their
environmental initiatives for 2008-2009 are:
•

•
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In October 2009, the City and the EEA hosted the third
annual Green Living Festival, a one-day event encouraging
local citizens to adopt green practices that would reduce
their carbon footprint. In 2009, the event attracted nearly
2,000 visitors and featured nearly 75 exhibitors, including
alternative transportation, alternative energy and energy
reduction, green gardening and lawn care and sustainable
investing.
The EEA funded and implemented that Carbon Footprint
Curriculum for K through 5th grade students. After the program was introduced at the 2008 Ecology Center summer
camp, it was used by seven District #65 classes, reaching
nearly 200 students in the 2008-2009 school year.

Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant
One goal in the Policy and Research category of the Climate Action Plan was to “Secure and
leverage funding” through local, state and federal grants. In September 2009, the City of
Evanston was rewarded with the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Block Grant (EECBG), a
formula grant of $749,700 from the Department of Energy. The City has three years to spend
this funding. In its EECBG application, the City specified thirteen projects to put this funding
towards. The total estimated project cost for these thirteen projects is $1,256,649; the EEEE
CBG will offset more than half these costs. In total, these projects have an estimated annual
energy savings of 1,101,304 kWh and 72,013 therms, an estimated annual greenhouse gas
reductions of 9,224 MTCO2e, and an estimated annual utilities savings of $124,663. EECBG
projects include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

policy &
research

Street Light Upgrade
Residential Weatherization Grant Program
R
Church
ch Street Parking Garage Lighting Upgrade
Water
ater Plant Parking Garage Lighting Upgrade
Water
ater Plant HVAC System Tune-Up and Retrofit
Chandler R
Recreation
ecreation Center Lighting Retrofit
Ecology Center Interior Lighting Retrofit
Crown Exterior Lighting Upgrade
Water Plant Solar Photovoltaic Pilot Project
Fire Station Solar Thermal Project
Commercial District Recycling Project
Residential Recycling Education Materials
R
Tap Water Education and Outreach Campaign
T
Car-Free
-Free Commuting Date Outreach and Education Campaign

The first project to get funded will be the Crown outdoor lighting upgrade. The City
received additional funding for the project through the State – just over $1,000.

Quarterly Highlights
The City of Evanston publishes Highlights quarterly to inform
its residents and businesses of the most recent news, events
and updates. During the first year of the ECAP, this publication
published announcements about significant sustainability milestones. These include the adoption of the Climate Action Plan,
the ComEd Challenge, the Green Building Ordinance, the Recy-cling Expansion Program and the construction of the Green
Ally. In addition, Highlights featured information on recycling programs and the Evanston Farmers’ Markets.
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communication &
public relations

c o n c l u s i o n
Since 2006, sustainability has become a focus for the City of Evanston. Its 2006 Strategic Plan declared: “Evanston will be known as
‘The Green City.’ We will embrace the best ecological practices and
policies in our government, services and infrastructure.” In the year
following the creation of the Evanston Climate Action Plan, the City
of Evanston and the Evanston community have made great strides to
carry out this vision. They have united together to reduce emissions
and increase sustainability efforts for the City.
The City is currently working on the first annual GHG emissions inventory update. Data collected for the period between the initial GHG
emissions inventory and the adoption of ECAP indicate an increase
in emissions community wide, but a significant decrease in municipal emissions (2% of the community-wide total). Despite these early
findings, the City is still optimistic that progress made after ECAP’s
adoption will start to show a reverse in this trend.
Evanston has taken the first important steps in addressing climate
change. In the first twelve months after the ECAP was adopted, it has
committed itself to become a more environmentally responsible city.
The accomplishments listed in this report could not have been achieved
without the unyielding support and enthusiasm of Evanston business-
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es, organizations and residents. The ECAP is a true community collaboration. Additionally, the City’s efforts have been successful thanks
to the support of companies such as ComEd, programs such as Energy
Star or institutions such as the Illinois Department of Commerce and
Economic Opportunity.
In the upcoming year, the City hopes to expand its sustainability ef
efforts even more. Several projects are already being discussed, designed and implemented. In addition, the City hopes to continue to
work with the community to increase awareness and enthusiasm for
these initiatives. The City will continue to work with organizations in
and outside Evanston to further its sustainability goals. Future plans
include amplifying the Climate Action Fund and following through with
programs such as Clean Air Counts, Energy Star and the ComEd Community Energy Challenge.
As of November 2008, roughly half of the strategies in the ECAP had
been addressed to some degree. The City and the community have
more work to do to achieve the 13% emissions reductions. But, the
first year of this program has proven that Evanston, as a whole, is
dedicated to improving their environment.
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